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MINUTES OF THE 26th MEETING OF LIBERTON AND DISTRICT 

COMMUNITY COUNCIL held at 7 pm Monday the 29th of August 

2011 in the Small Hall, Liberton Kirk Halls, Kirkgate, Edinburgh 

I  Welcome 
In the  Chair:   Mr Alex Scott 

II  Apologies  
Stuart Fleming, Nominated Member ,Liberton Association, Alexandra Hardie, Nominated Member, 

Friends of St Katharine’s Park.  

III  Present  
Mr Alex Scott, Chairman, The Hon Ian Murray  MP,  Ex-Officio, Mr  Kenny MacAskill  MSP, Ex Officio, 

Councillor Tom Buchanan, Ex Officio, Councillor Bill Cook, Ex Officio, John Paterson, Lothian and 

Borders Police, Stewart Laird, Support Officer CEC, Chris Hampton (Secretary),  Peter Schwarz,  

(Treasurer), David Hurst, Elected Member, Jim Henry, Elected Member, Susan Miller, Elected Member, 

John Wilkinson, Elected Member, Caro Wilkinson, Elected Member, Michael Rea, Elected Member, 

Graham Samuel,  Elected Member, Ann Weir, Nominated Member, SEECAT, Steve Hendry, Visitor, 

Duncan Smith , Invited Speaker (Unison Representative). 

IV  Police Report 
1. Reports  of  offences were given by John Paterson  

(a) Tyre-slashing of a number of vans had taken place in the Neighbourhood area. 

(b) Motorcycles were being driven illegally in the ‘Dip’ (Burdiehouse Burn Valley Park).  Arrests  of the 

culprits depended on  catching the offenders at the time of the offence.  

(c) Kaimes Lockart Memorial Church had been set alight  

2. David Hurst raised  the subject of damage to ground at Braid Hills Golf Course. Rutting  of the 

ground had been seemingly caused by vehicles. This damage represented an inconvenience to the 

public including dog walkers.  The Liberton Association had already raised this matter with the 

authorities.  David proposed that activity of an unauthorised nature might be occurring. It was also 

suggested that Land Rover vehicles (LRVs) might be responsible.  The Police representative, John 

Paterson, agreed that the matter would be investigated on behalf of the Council. (ACTION:  L&BP)  

3. Jim Henry stated that there appeared to be no place, locally, for people to legally ride motorbikes 

off road.  It was suggested that Police time might be better spent than in simply chasing unlicenced 

and uninsured motor cyclist over rough terrain.  Jim suggested that , if it were possible, 
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motorcyclists could be directed to more appropriate and authorized areas. John agreed that, in 

principle, something of the sort might be done but the problem was finding any person willing to 

offer land for that purpose and oversee the activities of the riders. 

4. Ann Weir made mention of damage to the Kaimes Lockart Memorial Church and asked if anyone 

had been charged with the offence.    John stated that he would be  looking into the matter.  

(ACTION:  L&BP) 

5. Mike Rae asked if the offences listed were mainly committed by children under the prosecutable 

age of 16.  John confirmed that this was likely to be true in most instances. 

6. Attention was drawn by several members, including Alex Scott, John Wilkinson and Mike Rea to 

allegedly hazardous traffic junction crossings.  Examples such as the Grange Road/Grange Loan 

crossing and that at or near the clinic at Howdenhall  Road were given.   

7. Graham Samuel stated that, in his opinion, traffic regulations were simply ignored by many 

motorists.   John did not entirely support this view but agreed to look into the overall situation on 

behalf of the Community Council.  (ACTION : L&BP) 

8. The Chairman thanked John, who then excused himself from the meeting to attend to other 

business.   

V  Speaker   Duncan Smith  (Unison)   
1.  David, having been introduced by the Chairman to the meeting, gave an overview of issues which 

have arisen as a result of council proposals to ‘farm out’ statutory services. Union members’ 

livelihoods were threatened but the wellbeing of Edinburgh residents was also at stake.    

2. Very little, if any, consultation with communities had occurred. Important decisions were being 

made in an undemocratic manner. The City Council has been bit embarrassed by the strength of 

opposition to its alleged intentions regarding procurement it was stated that Councillors were not 

being adequately briefed on the implications of the proposed changes.   

3. David stated that once contracts had been signed up to, it could be very costly to opt out if delivery 

of service(s) proved to be unsatisfactory. He was not convinced that people understood the 

dangers of handing over control of services to private concerns who had no statutory obligation to 

maintain quality of service.  BT was quoted by Duncan as a provider whose field of experience was 

in the sphere of telecommunication networking rather than the delivery of home care packages to 

end-users! 

4. A number of questions were put and comments made. The thread of discussion tended to centre 

around the provision of services by companies whose prior knowledge of statutory services and 

obligations was likely to be very limited. 

5. Mike Rea wanted Councillors who were present to comment on the proposals.  He suggested that 
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Councillors ought to publicly state their position.   Tom Buchanan said that while the SNP wanted 

to support public workers it still awaited in-house ‘comparators’ to determine on feasibility of ‘in-

house’ options with regard to service provision.   He pointed out that the process of engagement 

with potential providers had a long way to run and decisions would not be made lightly   He 

mentioned, in an aside, that a community worker had stated that he had seven line managers 

above him.  

6. Mike Rea asked what percentage support, in round figures, there was for 'privatisation' within the 

City Council.  Councillor Buchanan suggested that the process did not lend itself to such a statistic 

even if it were known. 

7. Councillor Cook was very clear that Home Care should not be privatized.   He felt that a company 

selling mobile phones was an unlikely candidate for such provision.  

8. Mike Rea asked who was driving the procurement process forward.  Duncan agreed that that was a 

key question and that it deserved a prompt answer.  He suggested that the Chief Executive Officer, 

Su Bruce, was the appropriate person to provide the correct answer. 

9. Councillor Buchanan said that he thought it unlikely to see much improvement in the state of 

public finance over the next year.   

10. Councillor Cook stated that privatization could involve economies of scale, better management 

structures and a sustainable business model.  He felt that the case for keeping services within the 

statutory sector had not been fully addressed or well-argued by its proponents. 

11. David Hurst argued that any contract of any worth in any context at all is embedded with ‘checks 

and balances’ to ensure that both parties adhered to the terms of the contract.  

12. Councillor Cook stated that providing Home Care is a very different proposition to that of selling 

mobile phones! 

13. Duncan Smith asked who should have ownership of these important decisions?  Should the whole 

decision-making structure simply devolve around officials meeting ‘in camera’ with potential 

suppliers?  

14. As an example of the reason for his question, he stated that two firms, previously fined for 

fraudulent business practices, were still in talks with senior managers.  In what sense was due and 

proper consultation taking place in that context?  

15. David  felt that there was some pressure on Councils to make decisions in haste owing to the 

known cost of the bidding process.  He asked if the City of Edinburgh will ever start to talk to its 

residents without patronising them. 

16. Councillor Buchanan suggested that ‘No’ was the present answer! 

17. The Chairman thanked Duncan for coming along to talk to members about the issue. 
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18. Fliers supplied by David were passed to members by the Secretary. 

VI Minutes  
The Minutes were approved with one minor amendment.  

Proposed:  Jim Henry  Seconded:  David Hurst.  

VII Chairman’s Report 
1. Alex stated that he had attended a presentation in June by Scottish Water on the future of the land 

at the former Alnwickhill Reservoir. It seemed that the plan was to build more than 200 houses on 

the site. His concern was there would be another 250 cars adding to the congestion of the city. 

2. He had also gone to a meeting held on the 11th of August on the privatisation of Council services . 

It had been held in Valley Park Community Centre, Southhouse Road. 

3. At the meeting, concerns  had been raised on the future of Home Help and Care in the Community, 

Council facilities being taken over by conglomerates and service users having to deal (with faceless 

people) at the end of a phone. 

4. There had been two representatives from UNISON on the panel, Duncan Smith and Peter Hunter. 

Two councillors, Cllr T. Buchanan and Cllr Cammy Day had also attended. There had been no person 

found to chair the meeting so Cllr Buchanan kindly acted in that role. 

VIII  Secretary’s Report 
1. A large volume of correspondence had been passed to him since June and he had forwarded much 

of it to members.  He enquired if members would prefer him to issue a summary from which, with 

due notice, he could extract fuller information for members who requested it.  

2. There appeared to be general agreement that he would be better advised to post mailings, as 

previously agreed, to the website from where it could, if necessary, be downloaded by members. 

3. It was further suggested that information should be sent (as file attachments) in PDF rather than 

‘docx’ format unless otherwise advised. 

IX  Treasurer’s Report 
1. The overall net balance was given as £2997.86 of which £54.07 was attributable to the Events 

Account. 

2. This included the annual CEC grant of £821.86 has been credited to the general account. 

3. He sought and obtained the Council’s permission to pay for Room hire for the period May 2011 – to 

Nov 2011 inclusive.  The total outstanding was £124.00. 

4. The Chairman thanked Peter for his report. 
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X  Planning   

1. David Hurst considered that since its provisions were being arbitrarily ‘side-stepped’ or ignored  by 

Council officials , the ‘Edinburgh City Local Plan’ (ECLP), formally adopted in January 2010 

was ‘not worth the paper it was printed on!  

2. His disillusionment, in general, with the whole ‘re-vamped’ process of effective community 

engagement within the planning process had led him to the conclusion that he was  

‘banging his head against a brick wall’ and that he should, therefore, offer his resignation.  

He intimated that he would also wish to stand down from acting as the LDCC 

representative on the Neighbourhood Partnership.    

3. The Chairman accepted his resignation with considerable reluctance.  

4. Jim Henry expressed his very sincere regret at David’s decision but quite understood his 

frustration.  His own experience, in particular, as former Town Planner, had impressed 

upon him the prime importance of customer care, of inclusiveness with respect to the end-

user.  

5. He did not like to think that any activist, engaged in the planning process, should become 

so ‘teed off’ that he should feel that he could no longer act, in good conscience, for the 

community on its behalf. 

6. Mike Rae took the view that a deliberate conspiracy had been launched by officials to shut 

out local representation of community interests. 

7. One member argued that unilaterally overruling a democratic process set in place to 

protect the public interest was not acceptable behaviour on the part of the Reporter.  

8. Another speaker suggested that the much-vaunted revised planning process set in place in 

2009 was typified, in its worst aspects, by the behaviour of CEC representatives at a 

Hearing convened in May 2011 regarding the Burdiehouse development. 

9. David argued that essential check and balances were non-existent and that, for that 

reason, no trust could now be placed in the system. 

10. A couple of speakers, including Jim Henry, raised the point that in the traditional planning 

process presumption was always in favour of the developer  He suggested that procedures 

were often conducted in a dishonest manner and ‘under the counter’ financial incentives 

were often applied to influence planning decisions in favour of the developer or builder. 

11. Caro Wilkinson asked about proposals connected with the possible use of the Walled 

Garden at ‘The Mansion’ for allotments.  She asked who the appropriate contact people 
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were in order to progress the scheme. Mention was made of Elaine Wastle’s and Dawn 

Ingram’s considerable interest in her proposal. It was also suggested that she contact Doug 

Jeffrey, who plays an executive role in the management of Community Learning and 

Development (CLAD) projects. 

12.  Mention was made by one member of the existence of the Bridgend project and the 

assistance its managers would almost certainly offer any ‘organically friendly’ project.    

13. Chris Hampton suggested that Caro and her team contact the Local Neighbourhood 

Partnership with their proposals, as the Partnership could be a useful funding avenue. 

14. Michael Rae stated that the walled garden had been used for similar purposes, as outlined 

by Caro, twenty years ago.   

15. Caro thanked everyone for their information provided. 

16. Alex  asked if Jim might wish to take on an interim role as Planning Officer.  He felt that he 

could not do so at this time. He did, however, say that he would be willing to act in a 

support role provided that he could call on David’s expertise in such matters. 

17. David Hurst stated that, in his view, the City of Edinburgh Council should acquire land on 

its own account.  This could then be sold, under licence, to developers who would then be 

constrained to abide by the terms and conditions applied by the Council with regard to 

purchase for development. 

18. Jim Henry spoke of the 1974 Community Land Act.  Services were to be paid for, under this 

dispensation, by the increased value in land which had been developed productively.  

Legislation initially put forward by a Labour government to implement the scheme was 

quietly abandoned and buried. 

19. Su asked for appropriate sources of information with regard to the installation of 

renewable sources of energy on domestic/private premises.   She believed that incentive 

schemes existed to encourage home-owners to invest in such facilities.  She was informed 

that if the householder invested 15000 GBP, that would be eventually refunded by the 

Government as a recognition of the energy-saving component of the project.  However, if 

the funding was provided by the Government under its scheme, future revenue would then 

accrue to the Government not the householder.  

20. Jim Henry suggested that Su visit the websites of Changeworks and Cadden – two 

organizations involved with ‘renewables’- for further information. 

21. It was proposed that a representative  from one or other or both organisations be invited 
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to speak to the LDCC on the subject and Chris agreed to make approaches to them for that 

purpose.  (ACTION: Secretary) 

XI Local Neighbourhood Partnership Report  

1. Since it had been  the holiday period, there was little of any relevance to report at this 

time. 

2. David Hurst drew attention to a meeting of EVOC being held on Thursday, the 15th of 

September.  It would be held between 9.30 am and 12 pm in the premises of ‘Life Care’ in 

Cheyne Street, Stockbridge. Further information could be obtained from Kate Kasprowicz 

(NP Support Worker). 

3. The aim of the meeting was to provide an overview of the current position with respect to 

voluntary services and activity in the Edinburgh area.   He intended to be present and 

hoped that other members would also take time to attend.  

4. John Wilkinson agreed to take over David’s position as interim LDCC representative on the 

Local Neighbourhood Partnership.   

5. Chris would notify the Partnership of the change. (ACTION: Secretary) 

XII AOCB 

1. Jim commented on what he felt was the’ breathtaking arrogance’ of the residents of 

Greenpark  Estate in refusing to accept his representations on the subject of private 

signage placed on a public thoroughfare.   

2. He also felt that the City of Edinburgh Council had failed in its duty by choosing to take no 

action in the matter.  He had observed that a similar notice was to be found at the 

entrance to the Mount Alvernia Estate. 

3. Su observed that even if the signage remained in place without change, its restrictions 

were not legally enforceable 

4. Jim felt that even if its restrictions  were not enforceable, the sign was offensive and 

discouraged non-residents from parking within the estate.  

5. Chris asked if it might now be appropriate take the matter further by going above the City 

Council’s head and contacting the Scottish Executive on the matter. 

XIII DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

The date of the 27th Ordinary Meeting of Liberton and District Community Council 
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(LDCC) is to take place on Monday the 26th of September 2011  


